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SUMMARY

This paper reviews the advances that have taken place in strapdown sensor technology
since 1978. It is intended aa an update to the paper on Strapdown Sensors presented as part
of AGARD Lecture Series 95 in 1978 ý. Principal areas addressed in strapdown gyro
technology are the state-of-the-art in mainstream floated rate-integrating and tuned-rotor
strapdown gyros, performance advances in laser gyros, special design considerations -
associated with mechanically dithered laaer gyros, the state-of-the-art in magnetic mirror
and multioscillator laser gyros, present and projected application areas 1or laser gyros
related to size, performance and cost, the theory of operation and state-of-the-art in
fiber-optic rate sensor technology, and the 2undameatal distisctions betw-en the laser gyro
and fiber-optic rate sensor. Basic areas addressed in atrapdown acc-aleromete:, technology
aze performance adances in pendulous ac"ale'ometers, and tho theory of operation and

. state-of-the-ar•' ia vibratitg beam accelerometer technology....

* 1. INTRODUCTION

The state-of-the-art in strapdown sensor technology has advanced con0,derably since
1978, particulary in the higher accuracy performance categories. Ping laser gyros designed
by several manufacturing groups have demonstrated their ability to meet the requirementsar to-
I nfaph inertial navigation. LAser gyros are now in operational use on several mejor .
aircraft programs, and have demonstrated rallabilities in the field that are exceeding user
"goals. Advancel devtlopmant programs have been initiated t.• extend the performance
capabillties of the ring laser gyro into the claso needed for 0.1 namh navigation.

Conventional floating rate-integrating and tuned-rotor gyro technology has boen
iiceauingly applied in the mocerate to low l r-orn•oco strapdown arata. Thesb instruments
continue to provide a good alternative to the ring laser gyro in applications requiring
.mall size and low cost, whore lower parformance is acceptable. A hew optical tatt Genson o..
technology bahsed on tbo use of fiber-opdics has emerged over the pbst few years as a lower

*icot/readfced performance alternative to the ring laser gyro. Simultaneously, ring laser
gyro davelopment activities save been directed at cost and itoe reducu.xon to extend its
applicability range into the moderate performance areas.

Strapdown accelerometer technology continues to be principally based on the pendulous
electrically ocrvoed accalernmeter deaign apiroach, Ilesign refinements Aince 1978 have
upgraded the pe::formvce of this instrument and somewhat reduced its coat. It continues to .
ramAin coatible in cobt and performance with require~mnts in moet etrapdown application
areas (In proportiOn to ths cost of the gyro and comtuting elements that are alto contained
in a strapdown system). To moet cost targets for the future, a vibrating beam accelerometer
technology Ls bcing developed at a lower cost alternative to the pendulous accelerometer.

Thio peper reviews each of the instruments diacussed above, with emphasis on the per-
fortmance capabiLites, proulem areas, and applications where they have been used or planined
for use since 1978, Por each instrument, a brief discuasion is also included which
describes its principal of operation. Analytieal descriptions and dotailed design consid-
arationa for the float*d rate-inteqrating gyro. tuned-rotor gyro, ring laper gyro, and
penduloug acceltrometor have bearn irmvided in the AGARD Lecture Seriew 95 paper on Strspdown
Sensors (1), and are not repeated here. trror characteristics for the fiber-optic rate
sensor and vibrating bewa accelerometer are proecntsd, hit from a qualitative standpoint.

* because the purformance characteristics of these lovices have not been sufficiently dis-
0losed in the open I'Lerature to allow detailed accurate analytical modeling that accounts
for the import~nt critical error sources, particularly thosoe that are envirolwantally
inducod and which change over time and operating cycles.

A qsatiu'alized error budget is also provided for reference at the beginning of the paper
which attempts to nesine typical gyro and acceleromtor perfort-anco requirement:! for four
types of strapdmwn inertial systems.

2. SR,491OR PR1tF0*ACE REQUIREMENTS
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areas: the classical 1 nmph inertial navigator, a higher performance advanced 0.1 umph
inertial navigator, a lower performance strapdown attitude heading reference system (AHRS),
and a still lower performance tactical missile midcourse guidance system. The performance
categories depicted in Table 1 are considered typical for most strapdown sensor applications
today and in the immediate future. Table 1 should be used as a reference to categorize

m* typical sensor performance requirements during discussions on individual sensor
capabilities. •

•. TABLE 1 - TYPICAL STRAPDOWN SENSOR PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS

Tactical..

0.1 1.0 Missile
nmph nmph Midcourse

Performance Parameter INS INS AHRS Guidance

Gyro Bias Uncertainty (deg/hr) 0.001 0.01 1.0(0.1)* 5 to 30

to 10

Gyro Random Noise (deg/hrk)** 0.005 0.002 0.01 0.1

Gyro Scale-Factor Uncertainty (ppm) 1 5 200 1000

Gyro Alignmant Uncertainty (are sec) 1 2 200 300

Acceleromuter Bias Uncertainty (pg) 10 40 1000 1000

Accelerounter Scale-Factor -
Uncertainty (ppm) 50 200 1000 1000

Accelerometer Alignment Uncertainty(eec) 2 7 200 300

Accelerometer Bias Trending (Pg/sec! 0.003 0.0; NWIO.1) NA

For AMRS with an earth rate gyro-compass heading detarminetion
requiremesit. Other figure shown ia for AMP5 with heding
slaved to magnetic flux heading detector.

" T'ia error sourve in a ch aotes'iit..c princip•.ly of laser gyros.

3. SINGLE-DEGREE-OP-PREEDOM FLOATED PATE-INTEGRATING GYRO

The floated rate-integrating gyro (1, 4, 5) pictured schematically in Pigure I is the
gyro with the longest production history and is tho original high-accuracy girnbaled-platform
gyro. The device consists of a cylindrical hermetically sealed momentum-wheel/epinmotor
assembly (float) contained in a cylindrical hermetically sealed case. The float is inter-
faced to tile c44o by A procisiora suspendiOI' assarobly that is laterally rigid (normal to the
cylinder axis) but allows .frictionlesio angular movement of the float relative to the case
about the c'linder axis. 'lhe cavity between the case and float is filled with a fluid that
"ervaes the dual purpose of suspending the float at neutral buoyancy, and providing viscous
eamvioe te revist relative float-cast angular motion about the autpensical axis.

A ball-bearing or gas-b*aring synohronous-hyateris spinmotor is utilized in the float to
maintain c(nstant rotor spinspmed. hence constant float angular momentum. A signal-
generator/pickoff provides an electrical output signal frem the gyro proportional to the
angular displacement of the float relative to the case. An electrical torqut genoritor
provides the capability for applying known torques to the float about the sispension axis
proportional to an applied electrical input current. Delicate flea leads are used to
tranmmit electrical sigtAls and power between the case and float.

.eUnder "aplied angular rates atout the input axis, the gyro float devolups a precessional
rate about the oetput axis (rotattlon rate of the angle sensed by the sirtnsi-9%n rator/pick-
of , see •igure I). The pickoff-angle rate generates a viscous torque on the float about• • the outrw~t axis (due to the darqping fluid) which aums with the electrically applied

torque-gsnerator torque to precass the float about the input axis at the qyro input rate.
The pickoff-angle rate thereby becomes proportional to the difference between the input rate
and the torque-generator precessional rate, hence, the pickoff angle bercomes proporti Xonl to
the integral of the difference between the input and torque-generatzr rates.
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To operate the gyro in a strapdown mode, the pickoff angle is electrically servoed to
null by the torque generator which is dr.iven by the signal-generator/pickoff output (through
suitable compensation and amplifer electronics). The time integral of the difference
between the input and torque-generator precessional rates is thereby maintained at zero, and
the integral of the torque-generator rate becomes proportional to the integral of the input
rate. Thus, the integral of the torque-generator electrical current provides a measure of
the integral of input rate for a rate-gyro strapdown inertial navigation system.

SPIN REFERENCE AXIS
PICKOFF (CASE FIXED) SIN AXIS

ROTOR (SPIN.MOTOR')S/TORQUE

GENERATOR

"• ~INPUT AXIS
(CASE FIXED). .*e -

OUTPUT
AXIS HERMETICALLY

S EALED GIMBAL
HERMETICALLY (OR FLOAT)
SE.ALED CASE viscous

FLUID FLOAT$

PIVOT AND JEWEL GIMIAL AND PROVIDES
AND/OR MAGNETIC GIMBAL DAMI4NG ABOUT
SUSPEIIION OUTPUT AXIS• .

Pigure I - Single-degree-of-freedom floated rate-integratod gyro concept.

3.1 Performance Xnd Aplication Areas

Application areas for the strapdown ficated rate-integrating gyro (RIG) have be•et
primarily in the lower performance (5 to 30 degfhr bias accuracy) areas whert small-size low
angular mometitum units teot performance requirements, and coots are cowpotative with alterna- *
tiwn gyro mechanitation approaches (e.g.. the tunod-rotor gyro). The floatation fluid aus-
penuion in the RIG makes the device extremely rugged, hence, provides a natural euitability
to those lower performance application areas where high vibration* and shock are prevalent.

Low cost tactica1 missile midcourae inertial guidaivce laos been a continuing aoplication
area for the st raixlown RIO. Standard Missile-2, tharpoon, Phoenix, and recentl) .k4RAAM, are
oxarqples of tactical missile systems that incorporate strapdown RIG's for midcouroe guidance
and stabilization/control. Strapdown RIG'@ have alse been used in some applicatiomi to
implement a short term navigation reference between updates from a higher accuracy navi-
gation device. Examples are motion com)ensation for airborne radar systems (using the air-
craft INS as the "outer-loop' reference). and to gOnerate short term navigation Oata between
precision radio navigation position fixes for aircraft test insttrumentation purposes (e.g.,
ACNR - Air Combat Maneuvering Range).

Higher performance application areas for the strapdown RIG have remained limited due to
their higher coat for comparable performance compared to the strapdown tuned-rotor or ring * -
laser gyros.

4. TUNED-ROTOR GYRO

The tuned-rotor gyro (1. 6. 7, 8. 9, 10) is the most advanced gyro in large-scale
production today for aircraft l-nmi/hr gimbaled platforms. Due to its simplicity (cOmpared
to the floated rate-integrating gyro), the tuned-rotor gyro is theoretically lower in colt
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and more reliable. A drawing of a representative tuned-rotor gyro is presented in Figure 2.
Figure 3 is a schematic illustration of the gyro rotor assembly.

The gyro consists of a momentum wheel (rotor) connected by a flexible gimbal to a
case-fixed synchronous-hysteresis ball-bearing spinmotor drive shaft. The gimbal is
attached to the motor and rotor through members that are torsionally flexible but laterally
rigid. A two-axis variable-reluctance signal-generator/pickoff is included that measures
the angular deviation of the rotor (in two axes) relative to the case (to which the motor is
attached). Also included is a two-axis permanent-magnet torque generator that allows the
rotor to be torqued relative to the case on current command. The torquer magnets are
attached to the rotor, and the torquer coils are attached to the gyro case.

INNER STOP
GIMBAL /

SIGNAL GENERATORAND/

Figure 2 - Typical tunod-rotor 9yro confS.guration.

TOR5IOJAA.Y FLEXIBLE COUM.WING

S, o

ROTOR -- ROTOR

* 0

/0

•NPMOTOR SHAFT

tALIQIO WITH GYRO CASE)

Figure 3 - Tuned-rotor gyro rotor assembly.
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As for all angular-momentum-based rate-sensing devices, the key design feature of the
gyro is the means by which it can contain the reference momentum (the spinning rotor),
without introducing torques (drift rates) in the process. For the tuned-rotor gyro, the
method is linked to the dynamic effect of the flexible gimbal attachment between the rotor
and the motor. Geometrical reasoning reveals that when the rotor is spinning about an axis
that deviates in angle from the motor-shaft axis, the gimbal is driven into a cyclic
oscillation in and out of the rotor plane at twice the rotor frequency. Dynamic analysis 0

- shows that the reaction torque on the rotor to sustain this motion has a systematic
component along the angular-deviation vector that is proportional to the angular dis-
placement, but that acts as a spring with a negative spring constant. The flexible pivots
between the rotor and gimbal, on the other hand, provide a similar spring torque to the
rotor, but of the opposite sign. Hence, to free the rotor from systematic torques asso-
ciated with the angular displacement, it is only necessary to design the gimbal pivot
springs such that their effect cancels the inverse spring effect of the gimbal. The result
(tuning) is a rotor suspension that is insensitive to angular movement of the case. S

Use of the tuned-rotor gyro in a strapdown mode parallels the technique used for the
floated rate-integrating gyro. Exceptions are that damping must be provided electrically in

". the caging loop, as there is no fluid, and that the gyro must be caged in two axes simul-
taneously. The latter effect couples the two caging loops together due to the gyroscopic
cross-axis reaction of the rotor to applied torques.

4.1 Performance And Application Areas

Application areas for the strapdown tuned-rotor gyro (TRG) have been primarily in the
medium performance areas where small-size low angular momentum units have acceptable

* accuracy, are ic,.er in cost compared with comparable size/performance ring laser gyro
technology, and where bias accuracy compared to equivalent cost RIG units is superior. The .
inherent simplicity in design of the dry rotor suspension concept for the TRG which lowers _
"its production cost, also limits its usefulness in high vibration/shock environments where
rotor resonances can potentially be excited (producing sensor error and, in extreme cases,
device failure). Current design improvements for the TRO are being directed at extending
its vibration capability while retaining accuracy.

The strapdown AMRS (attitude-heading reference system) has been a primary application
area for the strapdown TRG for commercial aircraft, military drones, and most recently,
torpedoes. One of the larger potential application areas for the .trapdown TRO is for the 0
military aircraft strepdown M\IRS where small size and low coat are key requirements, and not
yet achievable with ring laser gyro technology.

1'wo current application area* of interest for the strapdown TRG are for tactical missile
midcourso guidance and helicopter or torpedo strapdown AIIRS. Small-size lcw-coet versions
of the atrapdown Ti43 have been developed as a competitor to the RIG for the tactical missile
midcourse guidance application. Potential vibration/shock susceptability of the TRG is an
area of concern for the tactical missile application, but is being addressed by TRO design
groups. Shook requirements for torpedo application of the TRG have been handled through us*
of slastomeric isolators between ths TRO sensor assembly and torpedo mounting plate. The
helicopter AMRS application imposes a bias stability requirement of 0.1 dag/hr on the TRG
which is not achievable toda•y with small site low coat units.

The 0.1 deg lir hour helicopter AIMRS requirement stems from the need to determine
heading prior to takeoff by earth-rate gyro-compassing to an accuracy of 0.5 degrees. This
translates into a gyro accuracy requirement of 0. 1 deg/hr to detect the direction of hori-
"zontal earth rate (at 45 deg latitudo) to 0.01 radians (i.e., 0.5 degrees). Typical .
small-size low-cost TIG's have bias accuracies over long term of I to 2 deg/hr. To achieve
the 0. deg/hr requirement, a turn-table is needed to position the TRG at different Orion-
tations relative to the earth rate vector during initial alignment operations. In this way,
repeatable gyro biases can be measured and separated from earth rate measurements, and earth
rate measurements to the required 0.1 deg per hour accuracy become achievable. 'Me
turn-table also provides the means for calibrating the heading gyro scale factor prior to
takeoff. The use of such a turn-table as an integral part of a strapdown TRG system for the 0

* , helicopter AIRS is considered standard practice today.

4.1.1 Design Considerations In A Dynamic Environment

Use of a strapdovn TRG (or RIG) in a dynamic vibration environment tust address the
basic question of wide versus narrow bandwidth for the torque-rebalance loop. If a signif- 0
icant angular vibration environment exists. the loop bandwidth must be broad enough to
measure real angular rates that integrate into attitude/heading (33, 34). On the other
hand, if the bandwidth is to broad, undesirable high frequency sensor error effects will be
amplified and pas•ed as output data to the attitude integration process, generating attitude
error. In the case of the tuned-rotor gyro, undamped rotor wobble effects near spin fre-
quency limit the maximum bandwidth that it practically achievable to approximately 80Hz.
The minimum torque-robslance bandwidth is selected so that the gyro rate signal outputs*
when integrated, generate attitude data tbatt
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1. Accurately accounts for the accelerometer attitude under combined angular/linear
vibration environments (i.e. - sculling (33, 34)).

2. Accurately accounts for multiaxis angular vibration rates that rectify into attitude
drift (i.e., coning (33, 34)).

In the case of the TRO, Item 2 is achievable with lower bandwidth than with the RIG 9
because of the inherent nature of the TRG being an attitude sensing instrument (i.e., the
pickoff signals measure the true attitude orientation of the gyro case relative to the
rotor). As such, attitude errors in the TRG generated by low bandwidth limits, are theoret-
ically recoverable (with a time delay) by proper torque-loop rebalance logic. ThiN
contrasts with the RIG torque-loop because the pickoff signal in the RIG represent~s the
integrated input rate (not attitude). As such, the RIG bandwidth must be broad enough to
accurately measure all significant multiaxis angular vibrations so that the true attitude
can be properly constructed in the attitude integration process. Both the RIG and TRG O .
bandwidths have comparable requirements to satisy Item 1.

One of the principal error mechanisms for torque-rebalance gyros under dynamic environ-
ments is torquer he~tinq effects. In addition to producing scale factor errors in the gyro
output, bias errors can be produced by associated thermal gradient effects acroeas the
instrument. In the case of the gyro scale factor error, much of the temperature induced
effect can be eliminated by temperature measurement and modeling correction in the strapdown
computer. Unfortunately, for the tuned-rotor gyro, because the torquer magnet is attached
to the spinning rotor, direct temperature measurements are difficult to achieve due to the
problem of making electrical measurements across the spinning rotor bearings (without resort-
ing to slip-rings and attendent potential reliability problems).

In order to reduce the scale factor error variation with temperature, TRG manufacturers
have developed new magnet materials (e.g., doped sumarium cobalt) which has a lower scale
factor error as a function of temperature. The penalty is reduced magnet strength, hence, a&.....
larger magnet to generate the same torque capability. Note, that the torquer heating effect
under angular vibration can also be reduced by lowering the bandwidth of the torque-
rebalance loop. In the case of the TRO, this technique has been used in helicopter appli-
cations as a compromise between sensor error amplification versus output signal attenuation
error. Because the TRG is more tolerant of low bandwidth operation (see previous discussion
on Item 2 requirements). a reasonable compromise can usually be found. 'However, the band-
width selection then becomes sensitive to vehicle installation and operating condition. In
general, no true optimum solution is possible.

Scale factor errors in strapdown gyros under maneuvering flight conditions can rectify
into attitude drift in the strapdown system computer (2, 34). The classical effect is
through continuores turning in one direction that generate* a net attitude error proportional
to the product of the scale factor error with the net angle traversed. Cyclic maneuvers can
also produce net attitude error buildupt asymmetrical scale factor errors rectify under
oscillatory rates about the gyro input axis, symmetrical scale factor errors rectify under
multiexis rates that are phased ninety degrees apart (between axes). The classical case of
the latter effect is the "Jinking maneuver" wich consists of cyclic patterns of roll rght, _

turn right, roll left, turn left. In the case of the tuned-rotor -gyro, the scale factor
errar effect must be assessed to assur* compliance to accuracy recluiremente for the partic-
ular application being conaidersd, Reduction of the gyro torquer scale factor telerature
coefficient in future version& should broaden the areas of applicability for the instrument
in a dynatic environment.

S. RING LASER GYRO L

Unlike the gyros that utilize rotating mass for aivYt".>'-r 4'.rw~emt reference, the laser
gyro Operating principal is based On the relativistic proe.pex .) light (1, 11. 12. 14).
The device has no moving parts: hence., it has the potential for extremely high reliability.

Figure 4 depicts the basic operating elements in a lasex gyrot a cloge" optical cavity
containing two Ieams of correlated (single-frequency) light. The besics travel continuously . .
between the reflecting surface of the cavity in a closed optical-pathr one beam travels in
the clockwise direction, the other ih the counterclockwise direction, each occupying the
same physical space in the cavity. The light beams are generated from the lasing action of
a helium-noon gas discharge within the optical cavity. The reflecting surfaces are die-
lectric mirrors designed to selectively reflect the frequency assoclated with the
holutm-neon transition being uted.

To undarstand the operation of the laser gyro, consider the effect of cavity rotation on j
an observer rotating with the cavity. Rolative to the oblerver, it takes longer for a photon
of light to traverse the diatance around the optical path in the direction of rotation than
in the direction opposite to the rotation. This effect is interpreted by the observer as a
lengthening of the not optical path length in the direction of rotation, and a shortening of
the path length in the opposite direction. Because the laser beam is self-resonating, it is
a continuous beam that propagates around the cavity, closing on itself without disconti-
nuity. As a result, the effect of the self-resonance is to maintain a fixed integral number
of light wave lengths around the cavity, Under inpiut angular rate, the increase in optical
path length experienced by the beam traveling in the direction of rotation, must therefore
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Figure 4 - Laser gyro operating elements.

be accompaniod by a proportional increase in wavelength to maintain the same integral numbor
of wave* around the lengthened cavity. The converse is true for the beam traveling opposite V
to the direction of rotation. Thus, a wavelength difference is established between the
oppovitely directed beams proportional to the optical path length change, hence, propOr-
tional to the inp•it angular rats. Because the speed of light is constant, the wavelength
difference is accompanied by a frequency differgnce between the two beama in the opposite
sense. Itence, a freqoency difference is generated between the two Leams that is propor-
tional to input k-tation rate.

The frequency differenca ia measured in the laser gyro by allowing a sm•ll percentage of .
the laser radiation to escape through one of the mirrors (Figure 4). An optical prism is
typically used to reflect one of the boams such that it crosses the other in almost the same
direction at a small angle (wedge angle). oue to the finite width of the beamb, the effect
of the wedge angle is to genserate an optical fringe pattern in the r.adout .one. When the
frequencies betwoen the two laster beam* are equal (under tero angular rat@ input cond-
itions), the fringes are statiooary relative to the observer. When the frequencies of the
two boean are different (under rotational rates). the fringe pattern moves relative to the
observer at a rate and direction proportional to the frequency difference (i.e., propor-
tional to the angular rate). Hiore inportaotly. the passage of each fringe indicates that
the integrated frequency difference (integrated input rate) has changed hy a apecifiad
incrmetnt. Ilense, each fringe passage is a direct indication of an inceremental integrated
rate oovewo.nt, the exact form of the output needed for a rate-gyro strapdown navigation
syotem.

Digital intograted-rate-incremont pulses are generated from the laser gyro from the
outputs of two photodiodes mounted in the fringe area and spaced 90 degrees apart (in fringe •
space). As the fringes page by the diodes. sinusiodal output signals are generated, with
each cycle of a sine wrave corrosponding to the movewmnt of coe fringe over the diodes. By
o•servilg v1ich diodo output is leading the other (by 90 degreeo), the direction Of rotation
is determined. Simple digital-pulse triggering and direction logic operating on the
photodiode outputs convert the sinusoidal signal to digital pulses for computer input.

The analytical relationship between the fring(, angle change and integrated rate input
angle change (11. 12, 34) is given by:

wh e re
x L

where 
.
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= Gyro fringe angle output change (Note: A0 2n
for a movement of one fringe across the output photodiode).

A Area enclosed by the laser beam.

L = Perimeter of the laser beam path.

x =Laser wavelength (e.g., 0.63 micron).

A = Integrated input rate into the gyro (Note: t8 = 2n for a complete 360 degree
input rotation angle).

The "pulse size" for the laser gyro is the value of 60 for which A8 = 2n (i.e., the
input angle which produces a full fringe movement of 2n across the photodiode output
detector). It is easily verified that for an equilateral triangle laser gyro with 12.6 inch
perimeter (4.2 inches per side), the pulse size for a 0.63 micron laser (typical of today's
technology) is 2 arc seconds,

The digital pulse output logic can be mechanized to output a pulse each time a full
fringe has passed across the diode (e.g., by triggering on the positive going zero crossing
from one of the readout photodiodes). For this approach, the gyro output pulse scaling
would equal the "pulse-size" defined above. Alternatively, gyro output pulses can be
triggered at the positive and negative-going zero crossings from each of the two photodiodes
to achieve ar output pulse scaling that is four times finer than the basic full-fringe
"pulse-eize*. Both of the latter approaches are used today.

5.1 Construction

Figure 5 illustrates a typical laser gyro mechanization concept. A single piece
structure (typically Zerodur, a ceramic glass material) is used to contain the helium-neon

* gas, with the lasing mirrors and electrodes forming the seals. High voltage (typically 1500
volts) applied across the electrodes (one cathode and two anodes) maintains the helium-neon
gas mixture in an ionized state, thereby providing the required laser pumping action.
Iligh-quality optical seals are used to avoid introducing contaminants into the helium-neon
mixture, which would degrade performance and ultimately limit life-time. 1 0

/0

9WO _f

* 0

cMMROWX

WAXX

Figue 5- Iass-gyr blck sse~1%
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The accuracy of the laser gyro depends on the manner in which the laser beams are
affected by the influences of the lasing cavity. A key requirement in this regard is that
the average of the clockwise and counterclockwise path lengths around the lasing triangle be
constant. Many of the error characteristics in the laser gyro vary as a function of average
path length (12), hence, stabilizing average path length also implicitly stabilizes
performance. Zerodur is used to construct the laser gyro optical cavity due to its low
coefficient of thermal expansion, hence, high degree of path-length stability. 0

To compensate for residual remaining path-length variations, a piezoelectric transducer
is mounted on one of the laser gyro mirror substrates (see Figure 5). Actuation of the
transducer by a control voltage flexes the mirror substrate to effect a path-length change.
The control signal for the transducer is designed to maintain peak average power in the
lasing beams. Because average beam power varies cyclically with path-length multiples of
laser wavelength, maintaining peak lasing power implicitly controls the average path-length
to a constant value. The average beam power is detected in the laser gyro by a photodiode 0

* mounted on one of the mirrors that senses a small percentage of the combined radiation from
* the clockwise and counterclockwise beams.

5.1.1 Square Versus Triangular Ring Laser Gyros
Figure 6 illustrates a square laser gyro geometry utilizing four mirrors (as contrasted

"with the three-mirror triangular configuration in Figure 5). Both geometries are used today
by competing ring laser gyro manufacturers. The rationale espoused by proponents of the
triangular versus square geometry can be summrized as follows: Proponents of the
triangular geometry point to the three-mirror configuration as having the minimum mirror
count to form an enclosed laser ring. As a result mirror costs per gyro are minimized, and

* lock-in (a performance deficiency in the laser gyro to be discussed in the next section) is
reduced due to the minimum number oi scatterers (the mirrors) in the laser beam path. From .- .

a manufacturing standpoint, the proponents of the triangle point out that alignment of the S
mirrors on the gyro block is simplified (hence, coat reduced) because the triangle geometry

* is self-aligning in the lasing plane (through use of one curved mirror), and alignment out
of the lasing plane is readily achigved by out-of-plane adjustment of the curved mirror
during device assembly.

Proponents of the square laser gyro geometry consider the additional mirror cost a
negligible penalty when technology advances are taken into account. The additional .....
ialgnment requirement for the fourth mirror in a square is identified as a benefit by square .
gyro proponents due to the added flexibility it affords to adjuat beam/cavity posltioning,
and thereby optimize performance. Another performanco advantage identified for the square

Sams

~AMWK
' ~DIItU.ZR

FIgure 6Z"R. l•l rAti

Figure 6 -Square laser gyro configuration.
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is its higher area-to-perimeter ratio compared to a triangle of the same size, which
directly increases accuracy. The area-to-perimeter ratio (see Equation (1)) is the primary
parameter in the device that impacts performance (12, 13, 17). Proponents of the square also
point to the lower angle of incidence at the laser beam/mirror interface which reduces back-
scattering per mirror. The net result is a combined mirror reduction in back-scattering
which more than compensates for the additional mirror scattering, hence, reduces overall
gyro lock-in. Finally, from a manufacturing standpoint, square laser gyro enthusiasts claim 0
simpler tooling and machining for square compared to triangular devices, hence, reduced
production costs.

Triangular laser gyro proponents acknowledge a performance penalty due to the less
favorable area-to-perimeter ratio and beam-incidence geometry. However, they claim that
this advantage is minor and will be largely overcome by technology advances. Additionally,
triangle proponents argue that when the gyro electrodes (size and geometry) are taken into
account, no real size advantage exists for the square gyro configuration. From a machining S
standpoint, triangle proponents claim no advantage exists for any particular geometry once
tooling is complete and experience has been attained.

At this stage in the laser gyro development cycle, it is not clear whether one geometry
is superior to another as a general rule.

5.2 Lock-In

The phenomenon of lock-in continues to be the most prominent error source in the laser
gyro and the most difficult to handle. The means for compensating lock-in has been the
principal factor determining the configuration and p*,rformance of laser gyros from different
manufacturirs.

The phenomenon of laser gyro lock-in arises because of ii, erte-tiins in the lazing
ci#vity, principally the mirrors, that produce back-scattering from one laser beam into the
other (13). The resulting coupling action tends to pull the frequencies of the two beams
together at low rates producing " scale-factor error. For slowly changing rates below a
threshold known as the lock-in rate, the two beams lock together at the same frequency
producing no output (i.e., a dead zone). Figure 7 illustrate* the effect of lock-in on the
output of the laser gyro ms a function of input rate for *lowly changing input rate
conditions. The magnitude of the lock-in effect depends primarily on the quality of the
mirrors. In general, lo-k-in rates on the order of 0.01 to 0.1 degree-per-aecond are the
lowest levels achievable with today's laser gyro technology (with 0,63-micron laser
wavelength). Co;Varad with 0.01 dog/hr navigation requirements, this is a serious art-or
source that aot be overcome.
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Figure ? - Laser gyro lock-in.
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Under dynamic input rates that rapidly pass through the lock-in region, the effect of
lock-in is to introduce a small angle error in the gyro output as the lock-in zone is
traversed, but still retaining sensitivity to input rate while in the lock-in region (i.e.,
no hard dead-zone develops as in Figure 7 (12, 13, 16). The latter effect underlies the
basic principal behind adding cyclic high rate biap to the laser gyro as a means for
circumventing the lock-in dead-zone effect, and converting it into a random angle error
added to the gyro output each time the biased gyro input cycles through the lock-in region. • •
The principal method being used today to generate the oscillating bias in the laser gyro is
mechanical dither.

5.2.1 Mechanical Dither

With mechanical dither, the oscillating bias into the laser gyro is achieved by
mechanically vibrating the gyro block at high frequency about its input axis through a stiff
dither flexure suspension built into the gyro assembly. The spoked-like structures in
Figures 5 and 6 conceptually illustrate such a flexure that is attached to the laser block
(on the outside) and to the gyro case/mount (on the inside) by metal rings that are
connected to each other by flexible metal reeds. Piezoelectric transducers attached to the
reeds provide the dither drive mechanism to vibrate the gyro block at its resonant frequency
about the input axis. One piezoelectric transducer is msechanized as a dither angle readout
detector and used as the control signal to generate voltage into the drive piezo's to
sustain a specified dither amplitude. The dither anqle amplitude and acceleration are
designed so that the dwell time in the lock-in zone is short so that hard lock-in will never
develop. The result is a gyro that has continuous resolution o,er the colplete input rate
range. The residual effect if lock-in is a small vandom angle error in the gyro output that
is introduced each time the gyro passes through 1( k-in (at twice the dither frequency).
This is the principal source of random noise in "echaniqally dithered laser gyros. The
relationship between laser gyros random noise, lock-in, and dither rate is ideally given by

OL (2)

wh~ere

aR Gyro random noise (or "s.andom walk"') otmffieient (deg/hk) "...

L - Lock-Ln rate

0 " Dither rate a*pll1tude

K 9 Gyro output scl4 factor ill fringe* p"ar inpot rovolution (i.e., the rciprcal
of the gyro "Puloo ai.**e diacueaed previously, tirmee 2) 2))

* or typical value* of lp - 0.002 deoghr½, qL 1 0.0 dog/see:. end K - 649,UO0 (i.e.. 2
arc sec pulse size). equationi (2) can b* used to ehow that ui - 72 dog/saec. To achieve
sufficient lateral stifffess, the dither spring is deaigsw such that the frequency of the
dither w)tion is oan the order of 400 hf. IhM associatwd dither cycle OatNitude (corre-
s ponding to 72 dog/aac dither rate) is 103 arc swo (or 206 a4r eat peak-to-peak). tquation
(2) is based co the assumption that the angle err'r gonerated in the gyro output is nicor-
related from dither cycle to cycle. In practice ,I i.in not perfectly achievable. and
*somwehat larqor dither auplitqdes are required than predicted by c•oation %2). Novertho-
less. the figures presented previously are generally representative of typical mechanical
dithter requirements.

Once mechanical dither is intcorporated for lock-in comeneation. means ast be provided
to reve- the oscillating bias signal from the gyro output (so the that the gyro output
represents the motion of the &snsor ass.~ly to which the gyro is amnte4). Figut- 5"
illustrates the "case mounted readout" method of cptically cancelling the dither from the
output. by •mttntig the readout reflecting prism and photodiodes oo the gyro Case (i.e.,
off the gyro block) the translational novement of the gyro block relative to the case
(caused by dither) will qenerate fringe motion at the photodiodes. This purely geometrical
effect can be made t') cAncel the fringe movement produced by the l ater block eensed dither
angular motion thrcugh proper selection cf the rotatio.'al center tor the *achaniaal dither
mount. The result is a photodiode output Pignal that respond* to rotation of the gyro case
and not relative movement between the dithering gyro relative to the case. -0 -A

The alternative to *casa-mounted readout is "blck-mounted readout" as illustrated in
Figuro 6. With this approach the gyro readout optics are mounted directly to the gyro
block. Relative mvovement between the blovk and case is removed by measurement and
substraction, or by filtering. in the weasuruewnt/substraction approach, a transducer
(typically electrosagnatiE) is used to electrically measure the instantanetos angle between
the gyro block and case. The electrical signal is then digitized and subtracte-d from the
gyro pulse output for dither motion compensation. With the filter approach. a digital
filter is used to filter signals near and above the dither frequency from the gyro output.
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The result is a cancellation of the unwanted dither rate between the gyro block and case.
*The penalty is attenuation of real oscillating rates of the gyro case which, if significant,

must be accurately measured for processing in the strapdown computer. Use of the filter
approach is only valid for relatively benign environment applications where it can be
assured that the only angular rate signals that need to be measured have frequency content
well below the dither frequency.

5.2.1.1 Mechanical Dither Design Complications - Orginally touted as a simple solution to
the lock-in problem with r~o deleterious side effects, the mechanical dither concept applied
in practice has been found to be the source of several subtle mechanical coupling error

A mechanisms that must be designed for at the three-gyro system level for solution (19, 34).
It zruist be realized at the onset, however, that those complications are directly propor-
tional to the magnitude of dither motion required for lock-in compensation. As lock-in
rates are reduced, dither amplitudes can be reduced proportionally (see equation (2)), and
design solutions for the effects described below can be more easily achieved.

The basic problem with mechanical dither stems from a kinematic property of three-axis
rotary notion that cyclic rates in two orthogonal axes, if at the same frequency but phase
shifted by ninety degrees, will produce a real constant attitude rate about the third axis
(33, 34). The effect, known as "coning", if present, must be measured as cyclic rate
signals by the strapdown gyros, and delivered to the strapdown computer so that the true
drift about the third axis will be properly calculated. The problem arises when gyro output
errors are also being generated at the same frequency as the real rates to be measured.
Cyclic error signals from the gyro in one axis, in combination with errors or real cyclic
rates fromn the gyro in one of the other orthogonal axes, will produce a vector rate profile

A ~which appears as oconing, but is false ("pseudo-coning" is the nonxrenclature typically uced
to describe this phenonemon). Since the composite gyro output signals (real plus error) are

- processed in the same computer used to measure real conring motion. a pseudo-coning error
* will be created in the strapdown computer as a false drift rate about the "third" axis.

Filtering the gyro signals to ruýmovo the output error oscillations is not acceptable if real
cyclic motion is present, since the true drift caused by the real cyclic coning notion will.
not be properly maesured and accounted for.

In the came of mechanically dithered laser gyrom. a potential souirce of real high
freqjuency coning in a itrapdown system is the reaction torque of the gyro dither 4rives into
the sensor assembly (the sensor assembly typically consists of a metal casting to which thea
gyros anid accelerometers -ire mounted). To minimizev dithar roaction torque resonan1ce
effects, and to provide coopliaknce for thermal qxpansion. twst RIA, sensor assemblies are
mechanically isolated from the system chassis by slastomaric isolotor. (34). To generate

Sonin mtoqaanuar rote vibration frequencies must exist siinultanusyi w
orthogontil axon. Dither induced vibrations from nominally orthoqonail laser gyros into the
eansor assembly can be*come freqotency co~rrelated between msif mechanical coupling 'trists
between the axes (e.g., princip,4l moment-of-inertia axos of the sensor 4astoly not presrliel
to gyro input axes). The machAnical coupling mechanisms tend to pull the dither £requet~cies
io orthogonal axos together. thereby croAttag real coning at dither fr-wquency. Hence, eveno
if single gyro dither frequeniels are separate, the =- chanical couplinig can shift the
freqluentcies tovcard each Other, thereby creating correiNted froqgnency cc~insbte
axon, or Lonting. Another source of real higjh froquency coning is linear randoft vibraitionsp
into the sttraploamn systems that produce correlatod frequency rotary enotor amsotobly motion in
orthogonal axes due to sensor assosbly/elastoesric mowtit avyurotries.

The real coning motion e(ffects described Above Would not be a problem in thomst~lvas.
since l4asr tyros have the bandwidth and senn"itivity required for aoccurate * srmn of0
these effects. Ilie problem arises troft pseudo-coning createdl at dither frequency, alsoL due
to dither meachanical interractioti. A classical example is soenor Asotably bending induced
by the dither reaction torque which produces false gyro ooutPuts at dithefr frequency (tt-g..
due to beniding ini the mochanist. used to oeasure andl remove gyro block/case relattive :ingular

dither antiml fromt the gyro output, or gyro moount twisting about the gyro input axis).

Exacting and sohilsticated Mechtanical design techaniques mist be used in- the overari
sensor, sensor assocrbly. andA sensor a.i -tmbly mount. to assure that pseudný-coning effect. Are
negligible below the frequencies vber^ real coning exists and has to be meas~ured (33. 34).
The coning computation algorithma in too streptlown computer (33) cgn then be run ait an
iteration rate that is only high enough to maeasujre the real coning mo.tion frequency. effects
(i.e.. so that hiqh frequency pseudo-coning effect* *re attenuAted). Classical tecAniquos
utilized to mintisize psuocnigefcts are to design for stiffness in the sendor assem-
bly. design for wechanical symmsetry in th. sensor assembly to mkinimize. mechanical dither
cross-coupling between gyro anes, and to as~iure sufficient gyro dither frequency separation
so that the tendency for frequencey pulling toge~thtr is minivaized. if performed properly. a
total design can be acheived that sets overall cystem requirements under e~xternal vibra-
tion. Proper design is iaar. easily achieved for benign vibration environments (e.g..
coamerical aircraft).

5.2.2 Magnetic Mirror Bias

The magnetic-oitrror concept is a nonaechanical biasing tectiniquo based on the transverse
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magneto-optic Kerr effect (14, 18, 21). A special inner coating (e.g., ferromagnetic metal)
is applied to one of the laser gyro mirrors which, when magnetized normal to the plane of
incidence by an applied magnetic field, imparts a nonreciprocal (i.e., opposite) phase shift
between the clockwise and counterclockwise laser beams. This produces an apparant differ-
ential path-length shift between the laser beams which generates a frequency difference or
output rate. The result is a bias imposed on the gyro output that is controllable by the
applied magnetic field. Bias uncertainties are compensated through use of alternating bias I
control (i.e., square-wave dithering of the applied magnetic field). The magnetic field
intensity is set at a high enough level to operate the magnetic mirror in a saturated state.
In this way, bias shifts generated by stray magnetic fields are minimized.

The advantage of the magnetic mirror is the elimination of the need for mechanical
dither, its associated design complications, and size/weight penalties. A problem area for
the magnetic mirror has been difficulties in generating a large enough bias for the 0.63
micron laser gyro due to low reflectance of the ferromagnetic coating (14, 20). The S

* resulting loss must be compensated by higher gain in the laser helium-neon discharge. For
the 0.63 micron laser, high gain cannot be tolerated because the laser begins to resonate
unwanted mode shapes that deteriorate performance. The net result is that the magnetic
mirror biasing capability must be diluted by appropriate layering of dielectric coatings on

" the mirror to recover reflectance. The net bias levels achieved with this approach have not
been sufficient to adequately compensate lock-in. (It should be noted that ferromagnetic
magnetic mirror technology has been successfully applied to the lesser accurate 1.15 micron
laser gyro which can be operated at a higher gain before multimoding problems develop (24)).
Another problem area for magnetic mirror technology has been the introduction of residual

* nonrecipocal phase shifts between the incident laser beams that are temperature sensitive.
The result is a bias instability that is temperature sensitive and which produces turn-on
transients.

Recent work on laser gyro magnetic mirror technology has concentrated on the development
of a garnet magnetic mirror in which the dielectric layer coatings on the laser mirror are
"made with a transparent garnet film that produces nonreciprocal phase shift to incident 0
light on application of a magnetic field (20). The result has been that the loss effect
(associated with the ferromagnetic magnetic mirror technology) has been significantly
reduced so that high bias levels can be achieved with 0.63 micron lasers. Current design

* : work is concentrating on doping the garnet material to reduce the effect of residual
nonreciprocal temperature sensitive phase shifts that have remained with the new garnet mir-
ror technolgy. Engineering personnel associated with these developments are predicting a
breakthrough within the next year based on experimental results achieved to date on doped
garnet coatikzgs.

5.2.3 Multioscillator Laser Gyro

Conventional two-beam (clockwise and counterclockwise) laser gyros are designed to
amplify plane polarized laser light (i.e., in which the electric vector normal to the laser
beam is either perpendicular to the lasing plane (S-polarization) or in the lasing plane
(P-polarization). Triangular lasers typically use the former polarization while square
laser gyros typically use the latter. In the case of the multioscillator laser gyro (26,

*"i * 27), circular polarization is used in which both S and P modes are simultaneously excited,
but at one quarter wavelength phaue shifted from one another. The result is a combined
electric vector polarization that spirals between S and P, denoted am circular polarization.
Right circularly polarized (RCP) or left circularly polarized (LCP) light is generated by
creating a plus or minus quarter wavelength shift between the S and P waves, thereby
cret~ting a right or left sense spiralling electric vector wave. -

In the mult~oscillator, both RCP and LCP laser beams are created in the same cavity,
' - each with clockwise and counterclockwise =cmponents (i.e., a four-beam Laser gyro). The two

polarization states are excited by a reciprocal polarization rotator (e.g., a quartz cry-
stal) in the beam path that imparts an additional spiral rotation to the circularly polar-
ized light, and which operates identically on both the clockwise and counterclockwise
components of the RCP or LCP beams (i.e., rocriprocal). The additional rotation adds to the
spriilling for the RCP beam and retards the spiraling of the LCP beam. The effect of the

O*_• added rotation on the RCP beam is to resonate the light components with decreased wavelength .
* such that a net spiral angle reduction is acheived around the beam path to match the spiral

angle increase across the rotator. As a result, the RCP beam (both the clockwise and
- counterclockwise components) are up-shifted in frequency (proportional to the wavelength
* i decrease). The opposite effect is created in the LCP light which is down-shifted in

frcquency by the same amount that the RCP light frequency is up-shifted. As for the
two-beam laaer gyro, each polarization 8s ,.Le (RCP or LCP) contains a clockwise (Cw) and a
counterclockwise (CCW) beam component. )fence, two sets of OW and CCW beams are established,

"- one RCP and the other LCP, each operating at a different center frequency. Each set is used ...
to generate an independent output sigral equal to the frequency difference between the CW
and CCW beamn. Ad for the two-beam laser gyro, the frequency difference output from each

- . polarization state is proportional to input rotation rate. Also, as for the two-beam laser
gyro, the frequency difference output from the RCP and LCP lasers experience lock-in which
pull the CW and CCW fi ,quencies together at low input rates.

In order to overcome lock-in, a nonreciprocal polarization rotator is introduced into
the beam pith which rotates circularly polarized light in the opposite sense for clockwise
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compared to counterclockwise beams. Hence, a frLquency shift is imparted between the
,. clockwise and counterclockwise beams (i.e., a bias) for both the RCP and LCP light. The

frequency difference is maintained at a high enough level to remain far from the lock-in
region under frequency shifts produced by angular rate inputs. The common means for intro-
ducing the nonreciprocal bias in the multioscillator laser gyro has been through use of a
Faraday rotator consisting of a piece of amporphous glass placed in the beam path with a
magnetic field applied across it parallel to the beam. The resulting Faraday effect intro-

"* duces the desired frequency bias on the circularly polarized ligat that is in the opposite
sense for the LCP compared to the RCP light beams. As a result, the RCP beam output (i.e.,

"- .-.. the difference between the clockwise and counterclockwise RCP beam frequencies) is posi-
"tively biased, while the LCP beam fr~aquency difference output is negatively biased by an
equal amount.

By summing the outputs from the R"P and LCP beam sets, the input rate sensitivity is

doubled, while the Faraday bias effect is cancelled. The cancelling of the bias by summing
both outputs eliminates the need for alternating bias to compensate for Faraday rotator gain 0
"uncertaincies. Elimination of the oscillating bias eliminates a main source of lader gyro
random noise (i.e., dithering through the lock-in region). Hence, the random noise in the
"multioscillator is lower, and closer to the theroretical limit created by random gain and
loss of photons from the laser beams (25, 26).

* 5.2.3.1 Principal Error Sources - The basic principal behind lock-in compensation in the
multioscillator laser gyro relies on the Faraday bias (and Faraday bias uncertainties) being
equal between the two laser beam sets so that they cancel one another. In practice, this is
not totally true, to a large degree because the operating frequencies of the left and right
circularly polar.tzed lases sets are different by design. This frequency difference causes
each to behave slightly differently to the Faraday biAs, producing a net residual error when
combined. The error is both temperature and magnetically sensitive, requiring some degree
of magnetic shielding and temperature measutement compensation.

"AAnother source of bias error in the multioscillator is variations in the lock-in
characteristic bett ar the right and left circularly polarized beams. Even through the
Faraday bias keept -to isers well outside of the lock-in region, small scale factor
nonlinearitics stiL .xict at the bias point caused by lock-in. Because the lock-in rates
for the two beam sets differ, when the gyro outputs are summed, the residual lock-in error
effects at the bias point do not cancel. The resulting bias error created is temperature
sensitive and can have unpredictable varations over time.

* Multioscillator design groups claim that the above effects are for the moot part,
S . predictable and can be compensted sufficiently for satisfactory operation in high accuracy

applications.

Two areas where seriou3 errors cAn develop and are not easily compensated arise from* anisotropic and birefringence ef'4ecta introduced in the light beams as they pass through a

quartz crystal reciproccl polarization rotator and Faraday nonrociprocal rotator. The net
effect is to introduce unpredictable nonreciprocal path length variation between all four
beaxs whch are tatqiorature, acceleration and magnetically sensitive.

Recent advances in multioscillator design techniques have replaced the quartz crystal
reciprocal polarization rotator with an out-of-plane beam path geometry that rotates the
laser beata by optical reflection at the mirrors (thereby, mimicking the rotational effect of

* .the quartz crystal) (27). The result is elimination of birefringence affects originally
created by the presence of the quartz crystal in the beam path. Current work on the
multioscillator is addressing improved methods for providing nonreciprocal polarization -
rotation that have small and more predictable error characteristics than were achieved with
original Faraday rotator design configurations.

5.3 Laser .gyro Performnce And Application Areas

* Over the past 6 years, the rinq laser gyro (RLO) has progressed from advanced devel- t .
opment into full scale producti;.n in l-ntuh strapdown inertial navigation applications. The
successful l-noph laser gyro system programs to date have utilized the 0.63 micron tran-
sition with mechanical dither. "yetams in the l-nmph range have been developed by several
vxemting manufacturing groups for hoth coMarical and military application.

Porformance advancer, in =L. technology have been rapid. Continuing advances in laser
gyro mirror technology has reduced lock-in (and randow noise) by more than ap order of
magnitude over the past eight years. Lock-in rates lover than 0.0003 dog/hrl have been ...
reported. Advanced development progra=m are now in progress to design laser gyros with
performance capabilities required for 0.1 nnph navigation applications.

PrIncipa2 problems remaining with RIO technology are size and weight for the high
performance applications, and size, weiqht,. and cost for the lower accuracy applications.
For the higher performance applicatione, the total weight of an RLO otrapdown inertial
navigation system is typically 301 higher than its coaparable gimbaled system counterpart.
Significant cost, reliability, and reaction time benefits for the RO Oystem, however, make
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it an attractive alternative to the traditional gimbaled system. It is generally conceded
that laser gyro performance in the lower accuracy AHRS and tactical missile midcourse
guldance application areas is superior to the competing strapdown RIG or TRG strapdown
technologies, however, size, weight, and cost advantages for the RIG or TRG with acceptable
performance are prevailing factors today that continue to restrict entry of the RLG into the
lower performance application areas.

Performance advances in future RLG's may make it possible to build smaller, lighter
weight laser gyro systems for the lower performance market. Advances in nonmechanically
dithered RLG technology may make it pxcssible in the future to build a a small size
cost/performance competetive integrated 3-axis laser gyro sensor assembly (1, 24) in a
single Zerodur structure using interleaved laser paths to reduce net size/weight. If
advances in mirror technology continue to reduce lock-in rates and associated dither
amplitude requirements, mechanically dithered RLG system size/weight will also be reduced in
the future. Production learning is expected to be the determining factor that will decide -
the degree to which laser gyro production costs will be reduced in the future to be compet-
itive with the lower performance RIG and TRG strapdown sensors. For the higher performance
strapdown applications areas, strapdown RIG and TRG manufacturer's generally conceed that
the ring laser gyro is now the industry standard, and not a viable competition area for
higher performance but more expensive versions of strapdown TRG or RIG technology.

C. * ER-nTIC RXTAXIOK RATE 8SEOR

One of the newer rate sensor technologies that has emerged over the past few years isthe fibez-optic rotation rate sensor (28). The concept for the device is illustrated in
Figure 8. Light generated from a suitable light source at a specified design frequency is
transmitted through a fiber-optic coil. The light beam is first split by a beam-splitter so
that half the radiation traverses the coil in the clockwise (CW) direction, and half in the
counterclockwioe (CCW) direction. The emerging light from both ends of the coil are then9 S
recombined at the beam splitter, and transmitted onto a photodetector. The photodetector.
outpnt power is proportional to the average irtensity of the recombined light.

i,,+ * 0<.

Ca.-...

Pigure 9 -Basio fiber-optic rotation rate sensor concept

Under rot.ation of thie device about an axis notwl to the plane of the fiber-optic coil,
the effective optical path length ir changed for the CW couare4 to the MTW beams in a
manner similar to the ring laser gVy•o. In the direction of rotation, the path length
incroses (i.e.. a photon of liqht has to travorve the length of thi coil plus the dtatance '
that the coil has been rotated during the travarsal period). In the direction opposite to
the rozation, the light traverses the length of the coil, minus the distance that the coil

* has been rotated during the traversal period. Thi diferoa.cv botwoon the c.Xt and 04 optical
path length*, then, is twice-the distance of rotation, ort

4 1. 2 L D LD "

L T l eere

L - Total fiber length
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D Dia&ieter of coil (assumed circular)

-AL Difference between CW and CCW optical path-lengths

!-- = Input angular rate

C = Speed of light 0

This corresponds to a phase shift between the CW and CCW light beams emerging from the coil
given by

2% AL 2% LD (3)

where

I = Wavelength of light source

Thus, the phase angle between the emerging light beams becomes proportional to the input
angular rate. This contrasts with the ring laser gyro resonato. for which the phase angle
change is p-oportional to the integral of the input rate (see Equation (1)). Hence, the 0
fiber-optic rotation sensor is a "rate gyro" while the laser gyro is a "rate integrating
gyro". The other difference between the two sensors io that the laser gyro CW and CCW beam
frequencies are shifted from each other proportional to the input rotation rate (due to the
self-resonance of the laser): the frequencies for the CW and CCW beams in the fiber-optic
rate sensor remain equal under rotation rates.

*. ,, The photodeiecto- in Figure 8 is used to sense the phase shift between the CW and CCW
lear.., The amn ".tude of the combined beams at the photodiode equals the sum of the
individual bram amplitudes, including the phase shift factor. The result is a combined beam
int,.n.itj wnich is maximum for AO - 0 and mininum (zero) for Aý ' (i.e., varies as COX
(40/2)). The photodetecto" output is proportional to the light intensity, hence, also
varies approximatel- La cos 2 (AO/2).

In order to achieve high set itivity (hirh bcale factor), i-e length L of the fiber coil
is large. A typical value of L a 400 met-:s with D 0.1 meters and X - 0.82 microns
produces ai A* froA equation (3) of approximately one radian at I rad/sec input rate.

6.1 Practical Desiqn Rafineme-ts

* As depicted in Figure 8, the fiber-optic rotation rate sensor haa fundamental error
mechanisms that make it impractical to implement. .zaonq these are large tcale factor errora
associated with photodetector scale factor uncertaint 4.es, light source intensity vetrietions, ,
and light amplitude loa~ea in the fiber: Li, of r~tc sensitivity around zero input rate
(due to the cosa (&4/2) output characteristic ,f the photodetector: phate angle varlAtions
due to mechanical movement betwuen the beam splittor and fiber that produce changes i4 path
length between tho M and CCV beass: and polarization state differences between the CW and
CLW betam that produce phase Thifts due to tionreciproca). birrefringence and dnisotropic
efeeots in the fiber material that are aggravated by environmeno.l exposure. Tc overcome
these fundamontil problems, rtcrnt fiber-optin rotation sa-sor configurations (28) have

* adopted refined interface and control eleme'ts such as those depicted in Figure 9.

In Figure 9, the discreto component bewo-.plitter in Figire 8 is replaced by fibcr-optic
couplers which cnosist of integrated fiber-optic junctions that split entering bears 50% to
the left and 501 to the right. A polariser MCJ is included to suppress unwanted
polarization staten in the light. Tha fiber itself is specifically manufactured t." preserve
a single polarization state (28' %-poltrization preserving fiber"). In this mannet,

. nonreciprocal fiber-boam interractio:in ato suppressed.

S.A light source (typi'cally a super-luminiscent diode uuch as Oa)ium Arsenide) transmits
* nerrow frequenuy bandwidth light* into the fiber t.',t splits into CW and CCW comonents at
* .the coupler junction. Acousto-optic shifters (A/O) (such as Bragg cells**) at the end of

"*Note - Original fiber-optic sensors used lewer light. One of the major technological
break-throughs for the fiber-optic sensor was replacement of the coherent laser
light with a broader spectrum source. Tha result was a significant reduction in
iaoilreuipkocai beam/fiber interraction error mechanisms due to the shorter
correlation distance for the 1.roader spectrum light (28, 29).

* "*Not* - A Bragg cell (28) is typically mechanized as a piezoelectric device that imparts an
acoustical vibration transverse to the light beam at its input drive frequency.
The result is a bending of the light (by the "Bragg angle") with an accompanying
frequency shift in the light passing through the cell equal to the Bragg cell drive
frequency. 0 _
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Figure 9 - Improved fiber-optic rotation rate sensor configuration.

the fiber coil are then used to generate a controlled phase shift in the light illuminating
the photodector.

To function properly. each Bragg cell in Figure 9 must ý.e biased at a large offset
frequency FP (typically 20 H•Iz). A Bragg cell mounted at one end of the coil in driven
directly at the bias frequetvy Fj (see Figure 9) which up-shifts the light leaving the cell
by FI from the light entering the cell, The light entering fromt the left (the clockwise CW
beam in Figure 9) must traverse the length of the coil at the up-shifted frequency before it
leaves the coil and illuminates the photodetector. The beam entering from the right (the
counterclockwise CCW beam in Figure 9). on the other hand, immediately leaves the coil and
illuminates the detector after it is frequency up-shifted. The net result is that the Cw 0 .
beam travels a further distance at the up-shifted frequency than the CCW beam, thereby
generating a net phase shift between the CW and CCW boams at the photodetector proportional
to P, and the coil length.

The Bragg cell at the opposite end of the coil is driven at P2 which generates a phase
shift at the photodiode in the opposite sense to that created by the F1 Bragg cell. The P2
frequency is controlled in servo fashion to maintain the photodetector output at peak power
(i.e., zero net phaso angle). Under zero input angular rate, the F2 servo drive. F2 to .
equal Fl (i.e., so that equal and opposite phase shifts are created that cancel
one-another). Under input angular rate, the servo creates a frequency difference between F2
and Fl, the device output in Figure 9, proportional to the input angular rate (that
generates an equivalent phase shift at the readout to null the phase shift created by input
rotation). It is easily demononstrated that the frequency difference generated to achieve a
net zero phase angle is given byt

F 2  Fl 4A

•2 "F• "L-F (6



S.i .... ... .. .. .. ........
where

*• = Length around one coil of the fiber (which typically consists of several coils).

If equation (5) is compared with equation (1) for the laser gyro resonator, it should be
clear that they are identical on an integral basis (i.e., the frequency difference pulse
count cycles from equation (5) times 2% radians/cycle is proportional to the input angle by
the same factor that, in equation (1), relates RLG output fringe angle change to input angle
change.

Figure 9 also includes an electro-optic phase shifter (E/0) driven at frequency F3 at
one end of the fiber, which imparts an oscillating path length change to the CW and CCW
beams passing through (Note: The E/O is typically mechanized as a piezoelectric actuated
"stretcher" which physically changes the length of the fiber by introducing stresses in the -
fiber proportional to applied voltage (28, 29). This induces an equivalent phase shift in
the light). Because the E/O driver is at one end of the coil, the light beam passing out of
the coil delivers the phase shift effect first to the photodetector. The beam traveling in
the opposite direction has to traverse a longer length of fiber to the photodetector, hence,
delivers its phase shift, by an equal amount, later. The delay creates an alternating phase
bias at the photodiode mixed beam output, generating an oscillation of the output about the
peak power point. By comparing the positive half cycle output decrease with the negative
cycle decrease, a linear signal can be generated proportional to the average deviation of . S
the input light phase angle difference from zero. The linear signal is generated in the
phase sensitive demodulator shown in Figure 9 driven by F-. The result is a signal out of
the demodulator that is linearly proportional to the A4 phase deviation from zero, thereby
eliminating the coo2 (At2) sensitivity problem around AO 0 that exists without the E/O
device.

The basic advantages for the Figure 9 compared to the Figure 8 mechanization approach ...
are the elimination of the discrete light/beam-splitter/fiber junctions, thereby reducing m
phase shift errors caused by mechanical movement; elimination of the photodetector
zero-phase angle sensitivity problem through use of the E/O demodulator; and, through the
closed-loop servo operation that maintains the phase angle signal at null, elimination of
scale factor errors associated with light source intensity, optical intensity losses in the
fiber and beam-splitters, and photodetector scale factor uncertainties.

6.2 Development Status And Application Areas

The basic iotivation behind the development of the fiber-optic rate sensor was to design
a low cost alternative to the ring laser gyro that was inherently void of lock-in problems.
The resonant characteristic of the laser gyro which regenerates its light source by stimu--
lated emission, is the transfer mechanism that couples the CW and CCW beams together from
back-scatter, producing lock-in. For the fiber-optic rate sensor, the light source is
external to the senuing ring, hence, does not amplify the effects of back-scatter. As aL -
result, the lock-in phenomenon associated with the laser gyro is absent in the fiber-optic
sensor. This has been proven experimentally (29). The rationale behind the projected low
cost of the fiber-optic sensor is that use of fiber-optics and integrated-optics tech-
nologies should reduce labor hours associated with device manufacture. It also assumes
continuing reductions in the cost of high quality optical fiber which has been occuring over
the past few years. From a performance standpoint, the fiber-optic rotation sensor is not
expected to compete with the high performance laser gyro for accuracy, but is envisioned as
a competitor to the lower coat autopilot, and eventually tactical missile and AMRS quality -
gyros.

Much has been accomplished since 1976 when the fiber-optic rotation sensor concept was
originally conceived. To a large degree, these accomplishments are summarized by the
evolution of the concept from its origiial form (in Figure 8) to its more refined practical
form (in Figure 9). Nevertheless, much remains to be accomplished before this device can be
considered a various competitor with mature low cost conventional spinning wheel gyro
technology or new lower cost/medium performance laser gyro technology. The device has still •__._i
to be designed into a practical form that is producible at low cost, and which achieves
overall performance goals over opertional environments in a reasonable form factor. To a
large extent the development status reflects the level of funding committment assigned by
individual groups toward device development. Although many small funded activities have
existed over the past 8 years, few dedicated programs have been heavily funded. Prom
another standpoint, the funding limits could reflect lack of confidence by funding agencies
in the new technology, or a lack of available funds to pursue new technologies after
completing heavy investments in recent technologies that are only now entering large scale S -..

production (e.g., the laser gyro).

Some of the t.echnical problems that remain for the fiber-optic rotation rate sensor (28)
include larger thun dosired size (2 to 4 inches in diameter) for the fiber-optic ring to
avoid introducing beam interractions with the fiber walls under tight fiber turns: scale
factor errors due to photodiode output frequency variations with temperature; bias errors
associated with photodiode output frequency side-bands creating phase offsets at the
photodetector: bias errors created from large required Bragg cell drive frequency offsets 9 ...
coupled with variations in the CW and CCW Bragg biased coil lengths due to off-nominal
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* variations between the Bragg cell distances to the fiber-optic coupler (see Figure 9); bias
errors associated with the E/0 demodulator electronics loop; bandwidth limits associated
with the closed-loop operation in Figure 9; and increasing complexity of the sensor

*configuration to resolve problem areas. Virtually no data has been published on the
* performance of the fiber-optic rate sensor under dynamic environments. one of the principal

potentional error mechanisms for the device (as for all angular rate sensing instruments) is
bias error created under dynamic temperature, mechanical vibration, acoustic vibration,
acceleration, and magnetic enviroments. Fiber-optic rate sensor enthusiasts remain con-
fident that these problems can be resolved, given time and funding. For evidence they point
to the significant performance advances made over the past eight years, where the
fiber-optic rate sensor has progressed from an original concept that could barely detect

*earth's rate, to current technology versions that have demonstrated milli-earth-rate
sensitivities (29).

7.* PENDULOUS ACCELEROMETER

The pendulous accelerometer (Figure 10) (1) consists of a hinged pendulum assembly, a
moving-coil signal-generator/pickoff that senses angular movement of the pendulum from a -

nominally null position, and a permanent-magnet torque-generator that enables the pendulum
to be torqued by electrical input. The torquer magnet is fixed to the accelerometer case,
and the coil assembly is mounted to the pendulum. Delicate flex leads provide electrical S
access to the coil across the pendulum/case hinge junction. Electronics are included for
pickoff readout and for generating current to the torquer.

PICKOFF ANdGLE

HINGE AXIS

(AXSE GENERATOR

REFERENCE PENDULUM AXIS
AXIS
(CAE FIXED)

Figure 10 -Electrically servood pendulous accelerometer concept.0

The device in operated in the captured mode by applying electrical current to the
torquer at the proper magnitude and phasing to maintain the pickoff at null. Under thase
conditions, the electrically generated torque on the pendulum balances the dynamic torque
generated by input acceleration normal to the pendulum plane. fience, the electrical current
through the torquer becomes proportional to input acceleration, and is the output signal for
the device.

* Mechanization approaches for the pendulous accelerometer (1) vary between manufacturers
-it generally fall into two categoriest fluid filled and dry units. Fluid-filled devices

Aite a viscous fluid in the cavity betweer, the pendulum and case for damping and par~tial
-.,atation. The dry units use dry air, nitrogen, or electromagnetic damping.

The binge element for the pendul1ous accelerometer is a flexible member that is stiff
*normal to the hinge line to maintain mechanical stability of tlte hinge axis relative to the
* case under dynamic loading, but flexible about the hinge line to minimize unpredictable
* spring restraint torques that cannot be distinguished from acceleration inputs. Materials

selected for the hinge are chosen for low mechanical hysteresis to minimize unpredictable
spring-torque errors. To minimize hystersis effects, the hinge dimennions are selected to
assure that hinge stresses under dynamic inputs and pendulum movement are well below the

4 yield-stress for the hinge material. Beryllium-copper has been a commvonly used pendulum-
hinge material due to its high ratio of yield-stress to Young's modulus (i.e., the ability 0
to provide large flexures without exceeding material yiold-stress). Another successful
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design approach for dry accelerometers has utilized fused quartz for both the hin e and
pendulum by etching the complete assembly from a single-piece quartz substrate (17.

7.1 Performance And Application Areas

The pendulous accelerometer continues to be the primary mechanization approach being
used for almost all strapdown applications. Design refinements over the past 6 years now

* provide units from several manufacturers that meet 1.0 nmph strapdown inertial navigation
requirements in heaterless configurations. The heaterless configuration operates without
temperature controls and achieves its accuracy through thermal modeling of the sensor errors
in the strapdown system computer based on temperature measurements taken with temperature
probes mounted within the sensing unit. The heaterless accelerometer configuration has been
perfected within recent years for operation with ring laser gyros which are also operated
heaterless using direct path-length control to stabilize performance (Note: Use of heaters
to control temperature and stabilize performance with the ring laser gyro is impractical due
to the long thermal time constant of the Zerodur material from which it is constructed, and
the associated reaction time penalty that would be introduced from turn-on until tempera-
ture/performance stabilization. Laser gyro performance variations with temperature are also

* compensated by thermal modeling). It is highly fortunate that pendulous accelerometer
designs originally developed for heated operation (to stabilize performance), have been
predictable enough thermally, to allow accurate characterization over their complete
temperature range by analytical modeling using temperature measurements. Hence, major design

.* refinements for heaterless operation have not been necessary.

Most accelerometers today are of the dry pendulous metal flexure hinge variety (1).
Design refinements in quartz hinge design configurations (1) (most notably in the plating
technology used to conduct current across the hinge into the pendulum-mounted torquer coil
to minimize hysteresis) have provided a rugged unit that meets 1.0 nmph strapdown inertial
navigation accuracy requirements. -

Experimental pendulous accelerometers have recently provided indications that
"identifiable futher design refinements will make it possible to achieve the accuracy
improvements needed for the advanced 0.1 nmph INS applications, Advanced engineering

"* daveloment programs are currently being funded (at a fairly modest level) to develop and
evaluate these performance improvements.

Unit costs for the pendulous accelerometer, although acceptable, still remain higher L .
than desirable, particularly in the higher accuracy applications. Competitive sourcing in
some applications has created the environment needed to reduce costs to some extent through
design, manufacturing, and test improvements. Increased production volume has added to cost
reduction through learning and improved tooling/automation techniques. However, the
production volume has not been sufficient to develop the automatic manufacturing technol-

* ogies needed to make major in-road. in cost reduction. Nevertheless, the pendulous
accelerometer cost is acceptable for moat applications, compared to the cost of other
strapdown system elements. L-

8. TOROUE-LOOP MECHANIZATION APPROACHES FOR TORQUE REBALANCE INSTRUMENTS

The implementation of the torque loop for the torque-to-balance instruments (e.g.,
floated rate-integrating gyro, tuned-rotor gyro, pendulous accelerometer) continue to be
mechanized using different approaches, depending on manufactert digital pulse-rebalance or
"analog-rebalance with follow-up pulse-rebalance logic, using pulse-on-demand or pulse-width-
modulated forced limit-cycle techniques (1). Little data has been published on the
performance of these electrical circuits, an unfortunate circumstance, particulary since
their accuracy is a key contributor to the overall performance of the intrument they are
designed to operate with. Performance data advertized as representative of particular
sensors does not always include the effect of the digital pulse-rebalance circuity (i.e.,
the data was taken on an analog basis at the basic instrument level). This becomes of
greater concern when one considers the more demanding application areas that can require
dynamic ranges (maximum input versus bias accuracy) in the 106 to 107 category.

9. THE VIBRATING BEAM ACCELEROMETER

Much of the cost for conventional pendulous electrically-servoed accelerometers is
assoviated with the torque-generator and electronics net.ded to close-the-loop on the
instrument and generate precision pulse outputs representing quantized increments of
integrated input acceleration (1). The vibrating beam accelerometer replaces the
torque-rebalance mechanism with an open-loop direct-digital-output transducer based on
quartz-crystal oscillator technology (30, 31, 32). The concept is depicted in Figure 11.

In Figure 11, two guartt-crystal beams are mounted symmetrically back-to-back so that
each axially supports a proof mass pendulum. Each beam is vibrated at its resonant
frequency by an electronics loop in a manner similar to the method used to sustain amplitude ,
in quarts-crytal oscillator clock references. In the absence of acceleration along the
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Figure 11 - Vibrating beam accelerometer concept.

* acceleration sensing axis, both beams are selected to nominally resonate at the same
frequency. Under applied acceleration, one beam is placed in compression and the other in
tension by the inertial reaction of the pendulous proof masses. This produces an increase
in frequency for the beam in tension, and a decrease in frequency for the beam in com- ,..
pression. The frequency difference (P2 - P, in Figure (11)) is a direct digital output

* 1proportional to the input acceleration.

* The symmnetrical arrangement of the beams produces a cancellation of several error
effecte that would exist for one beam mounted individually. Lrror effects that are
nominally cancelled include nominal beam frequency variations with temperature and aging,
as ywnetrical scale factor noalinearities, anisolnertia errors (1). and vibropondulous errors

-D. (1) that are common between the individual beam assemblies.

- 9.1 Design Considerations And Application Areas

The vibrating beam accelerometer is being designed as a lo.ter cost alternative to the
conventional pomudulous electrically-servoed accelerometer for strapdown applications. Oost
reductions are expected to be achieved through elimination of the complex electro-mochanical
assembly associated with the pendulous accelerameter torque-generator, and elimination of
compqlex torque-to-balance and pulse quantizer readout electronics.

* . The ultimate success of the vibrating beam accelerometer will depend on whether itm
accuracy capabilities will approach those of mature technology pendulous accelerometers at acompetetive price. Error ,nechanisms in the vibrating beam accelerometer arise from unpre-
dictable variations between the two beam assemblies that are temperature, vibration sen-
sitive and which vary over time. One of the more important error mechanisms that must be
dealt with in the design of the unit is the potentional problem of mechanical coupling
between the beam assemblies that pull the frequencies together under low input acceleration
(an effect similar to lock-in for laser gyros). Tht result is a detection threshold for the
unit that is a function of the strength of the ,nechanical coupling. The key to the design
"of an accurate vibrating beam accelerometrr lies in the ability to isolate one cryteal beam
"from the other. One approach being used to achinve isolation is through application of a
dual-beam construction (32) for each of the crystal beam assemblies as illustrated in
Figure 12.
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Figure 12 - Dual-beam crystal oscillator concep.,..

In Figure 12, each beam assembly is composed of an integrol dual-beam arrangement in
which the beam elements vibrate in opposition (180 degrees out of phase). The resulting .....
counter-vibration allows each beam movement to be counter-acted mechanically by the other
such that no net vibration is transmitted into the mount (i~e., similar to a tuning fork).
The result is that mechanical coupling mechanisms between the independent dual-beam
assemblies are minimized.

A problem area being addressed in the design of the vibrating beam accelerometer is the
output resolution. Typical mechanizations are based on using crystals with a 40 KIRZ center
frequency (zero input acceleration) with 101 variation over the design acceleration range.
Hence, the inherent maximum frequency output of the device (beam frequency difference) under
maximum input acceleration is typically 5 to 10 K•z. For the higher accuracy applications,
this resolution is generally too coarse (by at least an order of magnitude under certain
conditions). In order to enhance the basic resolution, *esign techniques being investigated
include using time measurement between frequency difference pulses as the output, or use of
digital phase-lock loop external circuity to generate higher frequency waveforms whose
integral tracks the frequency difference output signal. 9 -

The vibrating beam accelerometer is still in its development stage with units becoming
available for evaluation by test groups this year. Developmental test results reported to
date have been encouraging. It is too early at this time to predict what the ultimate cost/
performance of the device will be compared to mature pendulous accelerometer technology.

10. COCLUDING RJ4ARS 0 0"

Over the past six years, the laser gyro has emerged as the rate sensor most suitable for
the high performance strapdown applications. Floated rate-integrating and tuned-rotor gyro
technologies continue to be the most suitable rate sensors for the low-to-medium perform-
arna/low-cost application areas where small size is also important. It is expected that
cost and size reductions for the laser gyro will broaden itu applicability range in the
future so that it will eventually dominate the medium accuracy performance areas as well.
It is too early to predict whether the laser gyro will ever be of a low enough cost to
successfully coqte in the lower accuracy tactical missile application areas.

Pendulous accelerometer technology continues to be the main stay for strapdown
applications. Performance advances and some cost reductions over the past few years have
enabled this instrument to remain compatible with overall strapdown system cost/performance
goals. To generate a significant coat reduction for strapdown accelerometers, the vibrating
beam accelerometer is receiving attention by some development groups. Time will tell
whether the cost/performance of this instrounent will successfully compete with pendulous - .
accelerometers in the future.
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